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Tuesday 2 January 2018

Not Process but Provenance - (and Polarity is an
abstraction of creative-being)

I have belatedly realised (such things always take me a t-herribly
long time) that the modern world is being duped - wholesale - by
the fake assertion that process is the ultimate source of validity;
whereas in fact provenance is the basis of truth...

Allow me to explain... The (modern, fake...) idea is that
'understanding' of something is a matter of being able to describe
it in terms of process; and that correct understanding has
happened when process leads to predictable outcomes.

So - the modern activity of professional bureaucratic research that
calls-itself 'science' claims that valid results are what come-out-of
this process of research, and what comes out of this process is
intrinsically valid. Science is regarded as The Process.

But, it would be truer to say (although still an abstraction) that
science is what comes-out-of scien-tists; that is, out-of individual
human creative-beings whose motivation is scientific. Science is
what-(real) scientists-do.

Other examples would be my current obsessions of Primary
Thinking and Polarity. I have been having difficulties explaining
these, including to myself (especially polarity...). And these
difficulties are related to my trying to do this explaining in terms of
process - which is an abstraction.  I should instead have been
trying to understand them in terms of their provenance.

Yet my explicit metaphysical foundation is that ultimate reality is
personal, not abstract - my bottom line is that reality is made up of
beings (variously alive and conscious beings). Abstractions are
therefore merely models - therefore (being models) always
simplified and always incomplete and always not-true... no
matter how expedient or useful in limited circumstances.

So, trying to explain Primary Thinking in terms of process is
always and necessarily wrong - in reality primary thinking is the
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thinking of that-which-is-primary: i.e. the thinking of our real
self, which is a divine self (a son or daughter of God): a self that is
in part existent from eternity.

The thinking of this real self is primary thinking - and the validity
of the 'products' of divine thinking comes from that provenance:
that is from thinking's origin in the real self. Thought that
originates-from the real self is valid, and that provenance is what
makes thought valid...

And polarity... I have (following Coleridge and Barfield) tried to
explain it abstractly, that is as a model... but polarity so-considered
is a process; a process consisting of opposed by inextricable
centrifugal (feminine) and centripetal (masculine) elements... and
so on. And all processes are abstractions, hence wrong.

So, in the end, polarity has not really been understood. And
nobody can make a machine or any other model that 'does
polarity'... Only beings do it.

Polarity is an abstract model of creativity, and creativity is done by
beings.

The ultimate creativity is to create creators - that is, to pro-create,
to have offspring. Thus the ultimate reality, of which polarity is
merely an abstraction, is the fertile dyad of man and woman; of
two complementary beings.

Other types of creativity (literary, scientific artistic etc) are
inextricable from the inclusion of beings - a poem without a person
to read/ a symphony without someone to hear it... is not a creative
product but merely ink marks on paper.

All creativity entails beings. (And beings entail life and
consciousness - of some type and degree.)

That is, creativity is also (like polarity, like primary thinking) a
matter of provenance, of source and origin...

So, to return to Primary Thinking - we cannot explain it as a
process, indeed that is its nature to be inexplicable as a process -
else it would not be primary (and instead 'the process' would be
primary).

We know primary thinking by knowing that we do it - more
exactly, that we have been-doing it: that our real self has-been-
thinking. We cannot look-within the process of primary thinking -
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Posted by Bruce Charlton at Tuesday, January 02, 2018  

because primary thinking is what eventuates-from our real self.
We know primary thinking by recognising that it has-eventuated -
we recognise primary thinking as a product-of our real self,
thinking...

Therefore, the deepest understanding is not of (inevitably
incomplete and biased) abstract models of processes; but
knowledge of the nature of the beings that constitute reality.

Aside: All this is why and how Christians can correctly regard love as primary in God's creation - which would not make sense if ultimate

understanding of creation was of the nature of physics or mathematics. Love is primary because beings are primary - thus ultimate reality is alive,

conscious, purposive.  

Chiu ChunLing said...
I think that, by "polarity" you mean orientation with respect to
desires for a particular situation. A sense of what is "better" and
what is "worse". This situation is properly one in which there are
two complementary persons, with complementary desires, the
desire of each for the other in a resolution in which both are
satisfied. So it is in a sense very apt to the analogy to magnets,
except that magnets are simply reacting to physical forces, it is not a
matter of desire or satisfaction.

It may also be apt in that magnets, when drawn together, tend to
form a larger magnet. Parents truly unified are to their children
more than just two people, happy couples and their families bond
together into an extended family or larger community. Ultimately,
our desires for God and His for us bind together all persons who
embrace this complementary relationship rather than insisting
always on being the sole beneficiary of any relationship. A desire
that soon morphs only into demanding that others bear only pain
and regret from any interaction even if that is accomplished at the
price of there being no benefits for anyone.

3 January 2018 at 15:55

Bruce Charlton said...
@CCL - No that isn't what is meant by polarity here - it is meant as
the absolutely fundamental way of structuring discourse. Ive tried,
without much success, to explain this several times before - but my
main source is Owen Barfield's What Coleridge Thought.

3 January 2018 at 17:37
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